Preface

The concept of processes is at the heart of software and systems engineering. Software process models integrate software engineering methods and techniques and are the basis for managing large-scale software and IT projects. High product quality routinely results from high process quality. Process management deals with getting and maintaining control over processes and their evolution.

Who Should Read this Book?

This book is aimed at students in undergraduate and graduate courses, at practitioners who are interested in process definition and management for developing, maintaining, and operating software-intensive systems and services, and at researchers. Readers of this book should have basic familiarity with software development.

1. **Students.** The book can be used in general software engineering courses, in specialized process management courses, or in courses such as software project management, software quality management, software process improvement, or software measurement. The book may also be interesting for students who want to get a focused introduction to software process management, but would rather avoid general software engineering textbooks that typically present comprehensive process models with canned technology or nonintegrated development techniques.

2. **Practitioners such as project managers, process engineers, or consultants.** Practitioners may find the book useful as general reading in order to become familiar with the topic, for updating their knowledge, for understanding the relationships between process management and other aspects of their daily work, and for better assessing the relevance of the topic. Besides project managers, the book is especially relevant for process engineers, consultants, software engineers, SEPG members, members of process improvement groups,
heads of software development departments, quality managers, project planners, and coaches.

3. **Researchers.** Although the maturity of software process management practices in industry has increased and the state of software process research has advanced, the field is still quite immature. Students, practitioners, as well as researchers should be aware of the limitations of existing process management technologies, know the deficiencies of existing process models, and understand unsolved problems in the field. There is still a long road ahead toward mature software process management. We challenge software process researchers to address the vision that by using an appropriate combination of process and product engineering techniques, value creation for customers, adherence to cost and schedule constraints, and the fulfillment of quality requirements can be guaranteed on the basis of empirical facts.

**Why a Textbook on Process Definition and Management?**

One might argue that there are already many textbooks that include descriptions of software process models. The answer is “yes, but.” Becoming acquainted with existing software process models is not enough. It is tremendously important to understand how to select, define, manage, deploy, evaluate, and systematically evolve software process models so that they appropriately address the problems, applications, and environments to which they are applied. Providing basic knowledge for these important tasks is the main goal of this textbook. There are many reasons that argue for a software process textbook:

*Industry is in search of software process management capabilities.* The emergence of new job profiles in the software domain (such as the agile coach, Scrum Master, process engineer, or offshore development coordinator), the lean and agile transformation of many organizations, and the establishment of so-called Software Engineering Process Groups emphasize the industry’s need for employees with software-specific process management capabilities. Most of today’s products and services are based to a significant degree on software and are the results of large-scale development programs. The success of such programs heavily depends on process management capabilities, because they typically require the coordination of hundreds or thousands of developers across different disciplines. Additionally, software and system development is usually distributed across different sites and time zones. To make things even more complex, technical and business environments as well as project goals often change during project execution, and an organization has to react to this in a controlled manner. The situation is similarly complex for operation and maintenance projects. Can such endeavors be mastered by using nothing but the appropriate software development and quality assurance techniques? The answer is “no, not at all.” Analyses of large-scale development programs have shown that, with few exceptions, the reasons for the
failure of such programs were not technical [1]. They almost always fail due to management problems. Due to the fact that process models glue together all activities, products, and resources, the relevance of process models for project management and especially for the success of large-scale software development programs is enormous. This need for process management capabilities is contrasted by the typical capabilities of young software engineering professionals. Such first-time employees are usually skillful with respect to software techniques such as coding or testing, but only have a marginal command of process management knowledge. This book provides basic building blocks of process management, such as process modeling or improvement, in order to lay a solid foundation for successful, sustainable processes.

*Professional software engineers must fulfill process obligations.* The duties of professional software engineers with respect to adherence to process models are becoming increasingly important. In order to illustrate this, let us compare a program that is developed by a student and a program that is developed by a software organization: Student programs usually solve small problems and are built to demonstrate that they work. If a student program fails, the consequences are limited. The student might not see the advantages of following a defined process because he does not coordinate his tasks with others and defects can be fixed without further consequences. If we consider the development of a software program by professional developers in a company, the situation is quite different: Each developer’s personal work needs to be coordinated with the work of others; there is a customer paying for it, and the customer’s business might depend on the resulting software. Thus, quality requirements are very important and the effects of potential failures are more serious or not tolerable at all. This means that there is often no way to avoid the definition, deployment, and control of high-quality development, operation, and maintenance processes. It is not sufficient anymore that a developer or a development team is convinced that specific quality requirements are fulfilled. Other parties such as customers also need to be convinced. Adherence to state-of-the-art processes and process management practices plays a crucial role when it comes to convincing others or even proving to them that quality requirements are fulfilled. This book explains different approaches to process improvement and conformance in order to support practitioners with respect to fulfilling process obligations.

*Applicable knowledge from other disciplines is missing.* Knowledge from other disciplines such as production engineering or business process management has only limited applicability for the software domain. One main reason is that production and business processes are typically repetitive processes in the sense that the same, well-understood process is enacted again and again with no or only minor variations. Quality assurance, for instance, is typically treated in production engineering and business management as the planning and deployment of a stable production or business process. Quality requirements can be fulfilled under given organizational constraints by just repeating this process. The situation is significantly different in software engineering: Software development is always the creation of an individual product. Therefore, process
management cannot be based on the paradigm of repeatable processes. Quality cannot be achieved by just repeating processes. In the software domain, process and quality models need to be adaptable to individual development projects. There are no software development processes that fit for all types of projects or development environments. Consequently, approaches and techniques from production engineering or business process management (such as Statistical Process Control) cannot be transferred without difficulties. Sometimes they are useful when adapted appropriately. People who only have a production engineering or economic science background lack important capabilities for managing software projects and software processes. Software-specific process management capabilities are needed. This book introduces proven software-specific approaches to process management in order to support software engineers in their projects.

How Is the Book Organized?

Process management can be roughly divided into three areas: activities, infrastructure, and models (Fig. 1). Process management activities (left column in Fig. 1) can be seen as central: They consume, create, or modify different kinds of models (bottom part of Fig. 1), and are supported by a process management infrastructure (right column of Fig. 1).

The rationale for structuring the book is as follows (see middle part of Fig. 1): The basic concepts are given at the beginning. Afterward, existing representative process models are presented in order to give the reader an idea of what kinds of models exist and what they look like. A description of how to create individual models follows, and the necessary means for creating models (i.e., notations and tools) are described. Finally, different possible usage scenarios for process management are given (i.e., process improvement, empirical studies, and software process simulation).

Many books present practices, individual process models, or process standards in rich detail. However, there is often no description of how to customize these process models to a specific environment in a systematic way, information about the effects in specific project environments is not provided, and underlying assumptions are not true for many real situations (e.g., the assumption that development is performed in a colocated manner). As a consequence, project managers do not learn enough to assess the suitability of the presented models with respect to their own project goals and environments. Process engineers do not learn enough about how to customize or design appropriate models. In this textbook, we aim at providing knowledge that enables readers to develop useful process models that are suitable for their own purposes. In other words, the emphasis is not on working with given process models but on developing useful process models. Therefore, this textbook includes aspects such as descriptive modeling, continuous improvement, empirical studies, simulation, and measurement.
Reading. Although the chapters are self-contained, we recommend reading the book in a sequential order. Each book chapter starts with a short summary and a description of the chapter objectives. For each chapter, literature references, associated exercises, and sample solutions are given. The exercises aim at repeating and refining the material. They help the reader to get a better understanding and think about the contents from different perspectives. In addition, a glossary and an...
index are given so that the book can also be used as a reference book. The chapters focus on the following topics:

**Introduction.** In this chapter, the need for software process management and process models is motivated and the basic concepts and terminology are presented.

**Prescriptive Process Models.** In this chapter, prescriptive software process models are classified, a number of widely used process standards is introduced, two types of process representations are introduced (process handbooks and electronic process guides), and an exemplary deployment strategy is described. This helps to get an overview of existing models, to understand their advantages and disadvantages, and to get an understanding of what it means to select and deploy a process model.

**Descriptive Process Models.** In this chapter, a method is described for designing a process model based on observing current practices in an organization. Due to the fact that software engineers only change their behavior in small increments, the design of process models should start with or incorporate current practices of an organization. Deploying a process model that is too distant from currently lived practices implies high risks of nonacceptance. In addition, it is immensely important that the documented processes in an organization reflect the current practices. Quoting Watts Humphrey, “if you don’t know where you are, a map won’t help”—meaning that improving processes efficiently requires an understanding of the current practices. Therefore, this chapter puts a focus on descriptive process modeling for creating process models that match their counterparts in reality.

**Process Modeling Notations and Tools.** In this chapter, a characterization scheme for process modeling notations is given and selected notations are presented. One of the aims of this chapter is to show that different notations serve specific purposes differently, and that it is necessary to carefully consider which notation to choose. The so-called multi-view process modeling language, MVP-L, is described in more detail as an example of a notation that provides comprehensive modeling concepts. In addition, a reference framework for a process engineering tool infrastructure and an example tool are presented.

**Process Improvement.** In this chapter, different types of process improvement and assessment frameworks are presented, especially continuous and model-based approaches. In addition, selected software measurement and business alignment approaches are presented due to their significant role for process improvement.

**Empirical Studies.** In this chapter, a brief overview is given on how to determine the effects of a process model in a concrete environment. Such effects can be, for instance, the reliability of a developed code module, the defect detection rate of an inspection process, or the effort distribution of a life cycle process model. Software processes are, to a large extent, human-based and consequently non-deterministic. In addition, they are heavily context-dependent, i.e., their effects vary with the development environment. Therefore, empirical studies of
different types are needed to understand and determine the effects of processes and to analyze risks when changing processes or introducing new ones.

Process Simulation. In this chapter, process simulation is introduced as a means for analyzing process dynamics. It is shown how simulation models can be created and how they can be combined with empirical studies to accelerate process understanding and improvement. In addition, a library of existing model components ready for reuse is introduced.

What Are the Benefits for the Reader?

Readers will gain knowledge and skills for designing, creating, analyzing, and applying software and systems development processes. In particular, the essential learning objectives of the book are:

– Understanding the importance of software processes and software process improvement
– Becoming acquainted with industrial software and system development processes and process standards
– Understanding the advantages and disadvantages of different process management techniques and process modeling notations
– Getting basic knowledge for modeling and analyzing software and system development processes
– Being aware of process management activities in software-related organizations

After studying the book’s contents, readers will be able to contribute to process management activities, especially to applying common methods and notations for process modeling, designing software development processes, defining process improvement goals, selecting software process improvement approaches, participating in improvement programs, increasing process maturity, assessing processes, and evaluating processes by performing empirical studies.

Who Are the Authors?

The foci of this book were selected based on the comprehensive process management and software engineering experience of the authors. Although this book is intended as a general introduction to software process definition and management, it places an emphasis on specific areas, whereas others might highlight different aspects. The authors of this book have defined many organizational process standards, were involved in a multitude of industrial software process improvement programs, and have conducted many empirical studies of different types. They have produced national and international process standards for organizations such as the European Space Agency (ESA), the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA),
and other governmental authorities. Some of the authors defined process assessment models and acted as certified process assessors for different schemes such as ISO/IEC 15504. Research-wise, the authors have developed, deployed, and evaluated a multitude of process management methods, techniques, and tools, including technologies for multi-view process modeling, process scoping, process tailoring, process compliance management, process visualization, and process evolution. All authors can draw on several years of experience as members of a process management division at a leading institute for applied research and technology transfer. They have helped many companies worldwide to improve their software development processes and their software process management. The authors also have significant experience in teaching software process management, be it by giving lectures at a university, in-house tutorials, or public seminars. The material presented in this book has been used, for instance, many times in a graduate process modeling course at the University of Kaiserslautern, Germany, and in a course of an accredited international distance education master program. One of the authors held several management positions in the area of process management, including being the head of a process engineering and technology group, the head of a process and measurement department, and the head of a process management division. In addition, the authors have served the scientific community in several ways such as co-organizing and contributing to the International Conference on Software and System Process (ICSSP), the International Conference on Product Focused Software Development and Process Improvement (PROFES), and the International Symposium on Empirical Software Engineering and Measurement (ESEM).
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